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Abstract:
Wireless sensor networks can be found almost everywhere. They consist of small devices, known as sensor nodes, which are arranged in the desired environment. They collect information and send it to the client through a network gateway using a routing protocol. These networks have many good characteristics like quality of service (QoS), reliability, low power consumption, flexibility, scalability, etc. Despite these good characteristics, many problems and challenges are plaguing these networks. Challenges depend on the type of network, and each network has its problems. Connecting wireless sensor networks to the Internet of Things also leads to new challenges. Security is one of the main problems plaguing these networks, but it is also one of the most difficult challenges due to network limitations. In addition to safety, the biggest challenge is still consuming energy because it is not always possible to charge the battery, so the sensor nodes die. Another more serious challenge is the real-time transmission. Traditional wireless sensor networks do not work in real-time, and even if they need to work in real-time, they avoid it. The Internet of Things works in real-time, so it needs real-time wireless sensor networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are one of the most important technologies of this century. These networks are applicable in almost all areas of human activity. Because of their great potential, those networks are of considerable help in so many fields. The most important fields of application are military, health, environment, industry, traffic, ecology, etc. The main advantages of wireless sensor networks are low cost and low energy consumption, which explains such widespread application. The role of wireless sensor networks is to track or monitor the environment, in which they succeed through collection, processing, and transmission of data. Wireless sensor networks ensure their survival in the Internet of Things, as they are the main component of the Internet of Things. Smart cities, smart homes, and others are being developed with the help of the Internet of Things.
These developments are where the sensor networks play their main role. Nowadays, sensor networks can connect to the internet. But these networks still have many problems and flaws, making them so challenging that we are constantly working on improvement. Despite all the research that has been conducted on how to avoid the limitations of these networks, there are still too many challenges and issues in this field. There are challenges in all types of networks, network characteristics, design, architecture, protocols, security, Internet of Things, etc.

2. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

A wireless sensor network is a large group of sensor nodes. This network consists of sensor nodes, gateway, communication protocols, and client. Sensor nodes can collect and process data and then send the data to other nodes until it reaches the gateway. The task of the gateway is to send data to the client. Communication protocols organize data transfer and ensure that data arrives at its destination.

![Figure 1 – Wireless sensor network](image)

Wireless sensor networks usually don’t have any infrastructure. Many sensor nodes are randomly placed to monitor the environment without an infrastructure, which is called an unstructured network. In unstructured networks, sensor nodes can self-organize. In structured networks, the seniors are placed according to a previously devised plan.

2.1. SENSOR NODE

The main components of the sensor node are:
- sensor
- microcontroller
- transceiver
- memory
- power supply

Sensors collect data, the microcontroller processes the data, and the transceiver forwards or receives data from other nodes. The memory is used to store data, and the power supply is a battery. Sensor nodes are small and limited, which is why they are cheap [1]. Yet, they know how to be energy efficient because the batteries are small.

Optional components of the sensor node are a GPS location receiver and a power generator if the sensor needs more power.

2.2. CHARACTERISTICS

For wireless sensor networks to be well implemented, the best possible characteristics are needed. It is necessary to make a lot of compromises for a better network, although with better quality comes a higher price. The characteristics of these networks are:
- Robustness
- Low price
- Reliability
- Mobility
- Dynamic network organization
- Low energy consumption
- Network heterogeneity
- Quality of service (QoS)
- Real-time transmission
- Flexibility
- Scalability

These characteristics are a good fit for applications in various areas. Still, wireless sensor networks have so many issues and challenges. Among the challenges is the improvement of the main characteristics of these networks.
3. CHALLENGES

Sensor networks have advanced a lot, but there are still issues and challenges for researchers and scientists. Figure 2 shows the challenges that are now being considered or have yet to be considered by researchers.

3.1. CHALLENGES BY NETWORK TYPE

Wireless sensor networks are installed everywhere, both underwater and underground, as well as on land. Every environment has its challenges [5] [6].

Types of wireless sensor networks are:
- Terrestrial
- Underground
- Underwater
- Multi-media
- Mobile

Terrestrial wireless sensor networks can have a significant number of sensor nodes. The nodes can be deployed in two ways in the area. The first way is ad hoc, where sensor nodes are randomly dropped in the area. The second deployment way is according to the previous plan, for example, using optimal placement. The main challenge in those networks is energy saving. To overcome that challenge, we can minimize delays, eliminate data redundancy, use multi-hop optimal routing, and use a short transmission range.

Underground wireless sensor networks are located underground to monitor caves, mines, or other activities. For the data to reach its destination, the gateway is above ground, which ensures that the data will reach the user. The main challenges are communication and energy consumption. In communication, signal attenuations occur, and often the signal is lost completely. There are problems with energy consumption because there is no way to recharge the batteries. More batteries are installed, but when the batteries run out, the sensor node dies. To solve these challenges, minimal energy consumption and the best possible communication protocols are necessary.

Underwater wireless sensor networks are much more expensive than conventional terrestrial networks. Fewer sensor nodes are set up, and underwater vehicles are used for information gathering and research. Acoustic waves are used for communication. Communication challenges include signal loss, limited bandwidth, and high delay. Preventing sensor node failure due to water conditions is the biggest challenge of these networks, they must be well equipped for the environmental conditions.

Multi-Media Wireless Sensor Networks are used to monitor multimedia content such as video, images, and audio. In these networks, the sensor nodes consist of cameras and microphones.

They are set according to previously conceived plans. The main challenges are power consumption, data processing, quality of service (QoS), the need for high bandwidth, compression, and cross-layer design. High bandwidth and high-power consumption are required for video transmission. The quality of service (QoS) is difficult to achieve due to delays [7].
Mobile wireless sensor networks consist of movable sensor nodes. Sensor nodes change their location and organize themselves. A node can only communicate with nodes within its range. These sensor nodes use dynamic routing protocols. The main challenges are coverage of the required area, energy consumption, control and navigation, localization, placement, data processing, and self-organization.

3.2. CHALLENGES BY NETWORK COMPONENTS

The main challenges associated with wireless sensor network components are their low cost and the fact that they are as small as possible. Sensor nodes are the most important components of these networks.

The challenges of sensor nodes are:
- Node costs
- Design constraints
- Deployment
- Energy consumption
- Fault-Tolerance

Since wireless sensor networks are usually huge, the price of one sensor node must be as low as possible. The goal is for the price to be less than one dollar. The low cost of nodes ensures the greater application of sensor networks as in that case they are not financially demanding.

When designing a sensor node, the goal is to make small devices that are cheap and efficient. As a result, software and hardware limitations arise. Hardware is limited by price and size, and then the software is limited by hardware components. A lot of compromises are needed to get efficient sensor nodes. Hardware constraints also affect the protocols and algorithms that can be used. Due to the small memory, the software must be limited to storing only truly important information. The software has advanced a lot and manages to deal with hardware shortcomings, but a great number of improvements are still needed. The most difficult challenges are with the hardware.

Deployment of sensor nodes is a crucial challenge. Network complexity, as well as some other problems, can be reduced by a good deployment scheme. A huge number of sensor nodes are always placed in these networks, so it is necessary to use valid techniques. There are two types of deployment of these networks: dynamic and static deployments.

In static deployment, the sensor nodes are placed in predetermined locations. Dynamic or Ad Hoc deployment is used with mobile sensor nodes, as they organize themselves. Sensor nodes place them in the best possible locations, but they often change location due to network needs and environmental conditions. These sensor nodes must be able to do everything themselves, without consuming too much energy.

Energy consumption is one of the most important challenges with sensor nodes because battery life most often determines the life of a sensor node. Some sensor nodes can charge their batteries, and some can even replace the battery. However, the most common case is where the node dies when the battery is discharged, so the sensor node must save its battery as much as possible. The development of smaller batteries with a larger capacity is going very slow, so it is necessary to find other solutions to maintain the sensor node. Some sensor nodes use several different modes of operation depending on whether they transmit information or not. If they do not transmit data, it means that they are in sleep mode, which is how they save the battery.

Fault tolerance is a very complicated challenge. The sensor node can fail quite easily in the event of any damage or low battery. It is necessary to improve the sensor nodes to cooperate better with failures, but this is not an easy task. In the event of a sensor node failure, the network must continue to operate smoothly, which is why the network needs anti-failure techniques to be maintained. Fault-adapted protocols are also needed.

3.3. CHALLENGES BY NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

Wireless sensor networks have many characteristics, as we saw in Chapter 2.2. Each of these characteristics is challenging and needs to be improved. The main challenges of this type are real-time transmission, quality of service (QoS), scalability, heterogeneity, and power management.

Real-time transmission is the transfer of data in real-time with time constraints on when the data is due to arrive. Small delays are allowed, and the data must arrive before the deadline. This transmission may cause more delays or data loss. The problem is that not enough attention has been paid to this challenge by researchers and protocols have not been developed for real-time transmission. The development of real-time transmission protocols is just beginning. Ordinary protocols either ignore real-time or send data as quickly as possible so they may arrive on time.
This characteristic of wireless sensor networks is very important for the future of these networks and therefore a lot of attention must be paid to this challenge.

Many new challenges and problems will only arrive when it comes to real-time transmission development.

Quality of service (QoS) is very important for sensitive data, so this challenge is of great importance for wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the quality of service parameters must match the transmission requirements. If the parameters are bad, the data will not arrive at the destination at the agreed time and they will be lost. The RAP and SPEED protocols have been proposed to improve the quality of real-time services. The RAP protocol measures the required packet transmission rate based on the path and deadline. However, there is no guarantee that the package will arrive on time. The SPEED protocol controls the delay in the nodes based on the feedback, but even here we have no guarantee due to various interferences that can occur.

Scalability is the ability to check the number of sensor nodes without affecting the network. This is a very challenging task, as with the increase of the network the number of problems and failures increases, but also because the cost of maintaining the network is higher. Protocols are then prone to major errors, so work needs to be done to improve the protocol. For the network to withstand the addition of more nodes, we need fault protection techniques and better transmission control.

Heterogeneity is the ability to connect different types of sensor nodes within a single network. Different interfaces between different sensor nodes are required. Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks can be installed in different applications thanks to the variety of sensor nodes, which is what makes these networks quite powerful. Of course, there are many challenges with these networks due to the need for complex protocols and better characteristics like robustness and flexibility.

Power management is a challenge that can be solved by intelligent use of energy and power. To achieve this, we need efficient use of energy, efficient collection of energy, as well as storage and conversion of energy. Network performance must not suffer from power management. One solution is to use ultra-small chips that consume little energy. Another solution is to collect energy. Collecting energy is a big challenge because each type of energy is collected differently. Energy collection can be divided into bursters and ticklers. An example of bursters energy collection is a micro-generator, and an example of ticklers energy collection is a solar cell.

Recently, a popular approach is the application of nature-inspired approaches to tackle some of the challenges imposed by the WSN. These challenges include localization of the sensor nodes [8], optimization and prolonging the network lifetime [9], [10], and energy efficiency [11].

3.4. CHALLENGES OF THE INTERNET OF THINGS

For the Internet of Things to function properly, a lot of improvement of wireless sensor networks is required. Many challenges arise with the advent of the Internet of Things applications. The various changes are in architecture, in how to advance access for more devices, high real-time transmission, and semantic representation and processing.

Wireless sensor networks are the infrastructure of the Internet of Things [12]. The changes in the network architecture are needed to adapt to new tasks. There are many differences in the Internet of Things applications, so there is no single architectural solution. There is also the problem of connecting different architectures if there is a need for them. It is necessary to work on this challenge to improve architectures and facilitate their use.

The number of devices connected to wireless sensor networks and the Internet of Things is constantly growing. Due to the increase in the number of devices in the networks, it is necessary to develop networks that can withstand the constant addition of new devices. Therefore, it is necessary to improve routing protocols, as well as to improve network access. When a new device is connected to the network, it is necessary to gain access to the network to be able to exchange information. There are scheduled-based and contention-based access technologies.

The Internet of Things works in real-time, which is why wireless sensor networks must transmit in real-time. Since traditional sensor networks do not work in real-time or avoid it, it is necessary to improve the network substantially in order to obtain high real-time transmission. This problem is often divided into a distributed and a centralized solution. The distributed solution is based on the division of tasks by levels. This solution is very robust, but it lacks perspective. A centralized solution manages heterogeneous networks in a simple way, although the complexity is the weakness of this solution.
Semantic technology is a relatively new technology from which much is expected. The main advantage of this technology is the sharing of knowledge through a wireless sensor network. Semantic representation and processing are very important for the development of intelligent Internet of Things systems. The main challenges of this field are the technology of semantic representation for terminal devices, query-based semantic platforms, and semantic analysis and management of sensor information.

3.5. SECURITY CHALLENGES

Security is one of the most important challenges in all technologies, so it is also important in wireless sensor networks. The data is often sensitive and of great importance. Unattended sensor nodes are much more sensitive to attacks. Wireless communication is also sensitive to attacks. There are many network defense techniques, but sensor networks do not have enough resources, which is why there is a problem with the implementation of defense. Some of the solutions are key distribution, cryptography, and node authentication [13]. Connecting wireless sensor networks to the Internet of Things increases security. A lot of people are entering the security of the Internet of Things, and thus into wireless sensor networks. There are many threats, and the damage they can cause is often enormous.

The biggest challenge of security is to make strong routing protocols. Such protocols can well protect the network from malicious attacks, and they can handle limited resources. It is necessary to design new and powerful protocols that will solve many security challenges. One solution is to use trust relations. If trust is high, there is little need for cryptographic keys. This way we save energy and network performances are improved.

4. FIELDS OF RESEARCH

There are many fields of research into the challenges and issues of wireless sensor networks, and there are fields that are still only in theory. Some of the challenges and issues we did not cover or mentioned are:

- Localization
- Middleware
- Synchronization
- Database Centric and Querying
- Calibration
- Geographic routing
- Programming Models
- Medium Access Schemes

One of the most interesting research fields is the use of wireless sensor networks in machine learning and artificial intelligence. Wireless sensor networks can be adapted to neural networks to save energy and facilitate tasks.

Another interesting research field is smart buildings; the basic challenges are energy and security. In addition to these challenges, there is also the cost of hardware, wireless connectivity, system architecture, and programmability.

Fields of research such as medicine, pharmacy, and biology are critical for human health. Therefore, the application of wireless sensor networks is of great importance for improving healthcare applications. These networks can accelerate the work of health care, and in the future may completely replace humans. To achieve this, it is necessary to improve challenges such as interoperability, real-time data acquisition and analysis, reliability and robustness, and new node architectures.

Agriculture is also a field in which the use of wireless sensor networks is becoming necessary. Monitoring the amount of water, soil quality, as well as the action of plant protection products is of great importance. That is why it is important to work on researching wireless network networks for this field.

5. CONCLUSION

The challenge area in wireless sensor networks is huge and not at all easy to handle. This paper summarizes all the major challenges in wireless sensor networks. Of course, numerous challenges exist, as so are not even mentioned. Challenge divisions were made based on network type, components, characteristics, Internet of Things, and security. It is possible to make more divisions, but here they are briefly summarized in this way. Several important challenges are mentioned in each section. Finally, there are a few words about the fields of research that are particularly interesting and important, as well as some indications of what will be worked on in the future.
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